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Commuter Spotlight: Alexander Burgess
Alex is a Freshman here at SAC and is
currently majoring in Criminal Justice and
minoring in Psychology. Alex is from Weare,
NH and has about a twenty-minute commute
to the Hilltop. His routine begins with eating a
breakfast with his family, and then driving to
school. After attending his classes, he eats
lunch at Dave and then heads back home to
attend remote classes and finishes up any
homework. Outside of class, Alex is a
participant on the Saint Anselm Debate team
which meets every Thursday evening. He says
“clubs are fundamental for us commuters
since other than events, which are lacking
due to Covid, it’s the easiest way for us to get
involved on campus.” He went on to discuss
how commuting is hardest in the winter due
to icy roads and heavy traffic. Nonetheless
Alex is still able to be a successful commuter
and greatly enjoys his studies and
participation within the Anselmian
community!

They offer tons of politically catered events
that range from local to international politics.
They offer events that are not only fun to
attend, but super educational and interesting.
You even get the chance to meet guests from
all sorts of political backgrounds and
experiences. At The New Hampshire Institute
of Politics, history has its eyes on YOU!
Intercultural Center Announcements:
- They are here! 2 New Apple computers were
installed for all students to use!
- Power Up! We now have a PowerStation!
Come by to power up your devices and say hi
to our awesome Students and Staff!
- Free Gas! Use this QR code or click here to
fill out a Google Form each time you
come to campus for an
extracurricular activity (ex. CABingo, Movies
on the Quad, club meetings, etc.) to
be entered into a monthly raffle to win
a $25 gas card to help you get to and from
campus!

Program Spotlight: Kevin B Harrington
NHIOP Ambassador Program
If you like talking politics and all things
Washington D. C., Then the NHIOP
Ambassador program has your back.
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